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Latin, or German but the determined detective can discover the truth. investigation. Sometimes the name has made a detour through Greek, If you would like to sponsor a grant ourselves the inestimable treasure of a good name. As wise King whether it is Juliet, Julia, Julius, or So, while Juliet tried to suggest that there is nothing in a name, the truth is right? The origin of JoHaNN is of course YoCHaNaN, a character in Jeremiah Finding the Hebrew origin behind many names is a bit like a detective family events on the front or back page of the family Bible. Today many Christians and Jews still register momentous Fatherhood is so vital that in keeping with Biblical guidance, western shared the name of their chief aristocratic family, for instance, the Von Old time German aristocrats wished to proclaim that they did indeed know mate impulsively like animals. upper-class is reproductive caution and selectivity. Low class people just Anyone knows who a child are given names –as in the financially successful Vanderbilts, the von Trapp family. Class and values make the creation of wealth possible—they are not the (originally) aristocratic families that have the syllable “Von” or “Van” those BeN is the same as VoN which is the same as VaN. Those The Hebrew word for son is BeN. In Hebrew, B and V are the same letter of you who own my Genesis Journeys Needless to say, Jonathan is another name entirely; he was chap. 41. Needless to say, Jonathan is another name entirely; he was
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